INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
The membershlp problem, Le. the question whether or not a given word w belongs to a given language £, is a fundametóal problem in formai language theory. A simple strategy to solve this problem is as follows: Let t{w) be the length of the word w. Scan w from left to right letter by letter until the last symbol of the shortest prefix v which has no extension rightwards to any word of length £(w) of the language C. If w G £, then we have to read £(w) symbols; but, if w $ £, then we only have to read £(v) < i(w) symbols. Naturally, such a récognition procedure présupposes information about the words which have an extension rightwards to a word of length £(w) belonging to C and those ones not having such a continuation. Given a formai language L over an alphabet T furnished with a probability distribution, a gênerai approach to the computation of the average length of the shortest prefix v has been presented in [8] . This approach covers a complete average-case analysis of that parameter, including higher moments about the origin and the cumulative distribution function. In this note, we shall deal with the class of generalized semi-Dycklanguages which is defined as follows: DÉFINITION Choosing k\ := fe := k G N and IK := {(C«,-Zij) 11 < i < k} in the preceding définition, D^ coïncides with the usual semi-Dycklanguage D& with k types of brackets (e.g. [6] , pp. 312). Applying the gênerai approach presented in [8] , we are able to détermine the exact asymptotical behaviour of the average length of the shortest prefix which has to be read in order to décide whether or not a word
provided that all words w are equally likely. The presented analysis includes the computation of the higher moments about the origin, too (cf. Theorem 1, Corollary 1). Informally, we shall show that the growth of the average length of the shortest prefix is of order Obviously, the minimal prefix of a word w G T n with respect to C(n) cannot be extended rightwards to any word of length n in £; after reading such a prefix, the given input word w has to be rejected by the récognition procedure described above.
Next, let us consider the generalized semi-Dycklanguage D^. Since all words in D^ have an even length, a minimal prefix of w G T n with respect to D^(n), n = 1 mod2, does not exist. If n = 0mod2, a minimal prefix u with respect to D m (n) satisfies the following properties:
Here, # c (w) (resp. #D('U)) dénotes the number of opening (resp. closing) brackets appearing in w. The condition #c(^) < #D( U ) means that a word u consisting of more closing brackets than opening brackets cannot be a prefix of D^. The second property #c(w) > |n takes the fact into account that a Dyckword w G J9^(2n) cannot have more than n opening brackets. The last condition reflects the property that the opening bracket x G T c and the closing bracket y G X^ do not clash because (rr, y) ^ IR. 
THE AVERAGE MINIMAL PREFIX-LENGTH OF D m
Let l^ret (.D^(n)) be the random variable describing the length of the minimal prefix which has to be read in order to décide whether or not an input word w G T n belongs to the language D^(n). Assurning that all words w G T n are equally likely, the gênerai considérations presented in [8] Consider the well-known one-to-one correspondence (e.g. [7] , p. 173) between the Dyckwords w G D\(2n) and the labelled paths from (0. 0) to (2n, 0) in the diagram drawn in figure 1 .
Obviously, the number of préfixes of length k in D\ (2n) is equal to the number of all paths from (0, 0) to all points (k. i), 0 < i < min {&, 2n -k} with (k + i) = 0mod2. It is well-known that the number w(k> i) of paths from (0, 0) to (fc, ï) is equal to the ballot number a(
Such a path corresponds to a word u G INITfc(I>i(2n)) with \{k + £) opening brackets and \{k -i) closing brackets. Hen ce, the number of correct pairs of u is equal to \{k -~ i), and the number of free opening brackets in u is equal to
. Now, we obtain all préfixes (2n))], we split the sum over k into two sums, the first one over k G [0 : n] and the second one over k e]n : 2n[. Then, both sums are divided again into two parts, one for even k and for odd k. Finally, gathering the terms for q x and using (2), the described procedure ends in the following explicit result. Remark: Assume that all brackets in T are equally likely and that the brackets appearing in a word w e T* are independently chosen from T. Obviously, a word w G D^m) has the probability
is the probability that an opening bracket x G i?i (resp. closing bracket y £ R2 with (x, y) G 91) has been selected. Note that I 911 I #1 I" 1 is the average quota of closing brackets per opening bracket in 91. Now, the préfixes in INITfc (Z3 3ï (2n)) can be partitioned according to their structure. There are w(k, i) different structures consisting of \ (k + i) opening and \ (k -i) closing brackets. As each prefix in INIT^ (D^(2n)) with I (k + i) opening and \{k -i) closing brackets has the probability pè(
we rediscover the above expression for | INIT^ (D^(2n)) |. Furthermore, these considérations show that I INITfc (D !H (2n)) | | T \~k is equal to the sum of the "weights" of all paths from (0,0) to the points .(fc, i), 0 < i < min {fe, 2n -k} with (/c + i) = 0mod2, in the grid presented in Figure 1 provided that each segment /* (resp. \ ) is additionally labelled by p (resp. q). Here, the weight of a path is the product of the additional labels p and q taken over all segments appearing on that path. Assuming ^° 6, 1996 Hence,
1-2 (5)
Here, the abbreviation (z n ;f(z)} dénotes the coefficient of z n in the expansion of f(z) at z -0. Now, we have to find asymptotic équivalents to the three quantities appearing on the right-hand side of équation (5) . Computing these équivalents, we can assume that 0 < p + q < 1.
(a) By Stirling's approximation (e.g. [9] , p. 111) we immediately obtain 2n\ ^_ 2 1 ' n + 1 V n y dénotes the polynomial introduced in our theorem.
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications
Since 4pg < (p -f q) 2 < 1, only the first two alternatives in (7) must be considered to obtain an asymptotic equivalent to (1 -p) < z n \ Gpq,s(z) >-(1 -p)Z pq^s (n). We find for n -> oo 2pq an asymptotic equivalent to the coefficient we nave to consider the function F ÏKCLS (z). As mentioned above, this function has already been investigated in [8] , Lemma 1. lts singularity ZQ nearest to the origin and therefore its expansion around zo dépends on the choice of p and q. The corresponding results are summarized in the following table: If p + g < 1, we have to consider the cases whether the singularity at z := 1 induced hy the factor i^~ ~" is less or greater than 20, or equal to zo. For g < |, the assumption ZQ < z implies p + q > 1 which is a contradiction ta p+ q < 1. For g• = |, the same assumption leads to p > | and therefore to the same contradiction. Finally, for q > \, the assumption ZQ < i implies 4pg > 1 which again is a contradiction because generally the relation 4pq < (p + q) holds. Thus, in ail cases, the singularity nearest to the origin of the function~l s at ^ ™ 1-Therefore,
[(-!)' + (!-
Now, inserting the asymptotic équivalents presented in (6), (8) , (9) and (10) into (5), we obtain the resuit stated in the theorem. This complètes the proof. D Choosing s G {1, 2}, the représentation of the function F p^q^s {z) established in the preceding theorem implies the following explicit expressions: -(1 -\rj? 2 ) n = ©(n), n -* 00, has to be read, on the average; the variance is asymptotically equal to ~ \T\ (^ "~ Tin") U "^ "h^l) n2> n -^ 00. Note that the factor bef ore n 2 is maximal for w| = | (1 H-y/Vf),.
Le., to décide whether or not a given word w E T 2n belongs to D^(2n), n -> 00.
In the former case, the variance is asymptotically given by ~ 16 (9 7r)~2 n ï,.
n -^ 00, and in the latter case by ~ v (ï, X) = 2{k -f 1) t /, r ^, 3 , n -> 00.
Note that the former resuit (k = 1) has already been proved in [8] 
Considering the generalized semi-Dycklanguage D^ with over its smallest alphabet, we again have to read a minimal prefix of average length ^ 4TT~2 7X2 if k = 1, n -* oo [Case (b2.2)}. For & > 2" the average minimal prefix-length is asymptotically given by ~ (l -p-) n, n -> oo [Case (b2.1)]. The variance is asymptotically given by ~ 16 (9?r)~2 n % for k = 1, and by -4fc ,.
fc+ 1 1 Y3 for fc > 2, n -> oo.
